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Anharmonic dynamics in crystalline, glassy, and supercooled-liquid glycerol: A case study
on the onset of relaxational behavior
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The temperature dependence of the spectral distributions of the glass, crystalline, and supercooled-liquid
phases of glycerol is investigated by means of neutron inelastic scattering. The importance of anharmonic
effects is quantified by the temperature dependence of reduced spectral frequency moments. The onset of
relaxational~i.e., stochastic, zero-frequency! motions in the supercooled liquid state is monitored by neutron
quasielastic scattering. A substantial deviation of the observed linewidths from the hydrodynamic prescription
is observed and is interpreted at a microscopic level, by comparison with the crystalline phase.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The achievement of a truly microscopic understanding
the dynamics of supercooled liquids and glasses still con
tutes an open challenge to the condensed-matter scie
While significant advances have been made in the eluc
tion of the origin of ‘‘glassy phenomena’’ in idealize
systems,1 a widely accepted model providing a comprehe
sive picture of these dynamic phenomena has yet to be
veloped. The need for a molecular-scale version of the
malisms available at present to describe the dynamics
deeply supercooled liquids and glasses is evident, and ex
sions of current mode-coupling~MCT! approaches which in
clude the effects of molecular rotations are now underwa2

Such efforts stem from the need to account for the intricac
found in the dynamics of materials which can be prepare
the glass form~i.e., the need of quantifying the effect o
molecular rotations on quantities amenable to experim
the effect of couplings between collective and molecular
grees of freedom on experimentally accessible quant
such as mean-square-displacements, etc.!. In other words,
they are dictated by the absence~colloidal suspensions ma
perhaps constitute an exception3! of physical systems whos
dynamic behaviors can be described in detail by formalis
suitable for hard or Lennard-Jones spheres.

Glycerol is perhaps the most widely studied liquid used
a testing-ground for most theories or rationalizations ab
the mechanisms underlying the liquid-glass transition.
high viscosity at the freezing point~'3 Pa s close to
Tm5291 K! makes nucleation into crystallites highly un
likely, thus enabling the supercooled liquid~SCL! to be ex-
plored by a wide variety of techniques.4–9 However, and
contrary to what could be expected, examination of the
570163-1829/98/57~14!/8254~10!/$15.00
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evant literature does not lead to any firm conclusion ab
the main details of the dynamics at microscopic scales wit
the liquid, SCL or glass phases. As an example, let us c
sider some of the NMR studies.5 There it is found that some
of the reported estimates for transport and dynamic qua
ties such as the self-diffusion coefficientDT(T) or the reori-
entational correlation time show wild variations dependi
upon the particular experimental technique employed. M
specifically, let us consider first the isotopic-dilution studi
of Kintzinger and Zeidler5 alongside with estimates of th
self-diffusion coefficient derived by pulsed-field-gradie
NMR or Mössbauer scattering.5,9 The former reports corre
lation times for molecular rotations and translational diff
sion which are of comparable magnitude. The derived s
diffusion coefficients are then far larger than those deriv
from the latter set of experiments, which on the other ha
are better suited for the determination of macroscopic ma
difussion constants. Similar remarks apply to results c
cerning the mechanisms of molecular reorientations. N
NMR techniques, such as the hole-burning experiments
Kuhns and Conradi,5 portray molecular rotations as takin
place by means of large-angle excursions, whereas the o
site is found in the spin-alignment experiments of Die
et al.5

Additional interest for carrying an in-depth study on th
material, is provided by tests of the predictions made
MCT approaches, some of which have been carried out u
this sample.10,11The referred comparisons between measu
ment and the MCT prediction rely on a number of assum
tions before proceeding with the usual scaling analysis.10,11

In particular, ~a! the vibrational dynamics at temperatur
close to the glass-transition temperatureTg5185 K or at fre-
quencies above some 10 meV are assumed to behave
8254 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 8255ANHARMONIC DYNAMICS IN CRYSTALLINE, GLASSY, . . .
monically, ~b! no molecular modes contribute to the low
frequency spectrum,~c! the spectral shape is independent
the temperature~time-temperature superposition principle!,
and ~d! all the relevant dynamic processes are character
by a single relaxation time, which has the same tempera
dependence as that associated with the macroscopic s
viscosityt}hs(T)/T. Some of these assumptions may se
reasonable if a very restricted range of frequencies~or tem-
peratures! is considered. Others are however in stark contr
with previous results from Raman spectroscopy for glyce
in crystalline and glass forms, as well as incoherent12 ~INS!
and coherent13 ~CNS! inelastic neutron-scattering measur
ments for the glass. Clear departures from harmonic beha
were evident12 from analysis of the temperature dependen
of the low-frequency crystal Raman spectra, as well as fr
the temperature variation of theZ(v) generalized frequency
distributions~vibrational density of states! for the glass.

To help lifting some of the inconsistencies mention
above, a set of neutron experiments for the crystalline, gl
and liquid phases was performed to~a! provide the first mea-
surement of theZ(v) vibrational frequency distribution o
the crystal, thus setting an absolute scale of frequencies
this material,~b! check the validity of the molecular mode
described in Ref. 12 against such vibrational density
states,~c! study in detail the temperature dependence
Z(v) for the crystal and glass, with special emphasis on
temperature dependence of the spectral shape, and~d! study
in some detail the quasielastic region of the spectrum of
glass and SCL, aiming to reconcile recent results10 with
those reported previously.4

Our purpose here is therefore to contribute towards
rationalization of the large amount of data currently availa
for this important material into a consistent framework. P
vious experience with other glass-forming materials14 tells us
that the generalized frequency distributions~densities of
states!, derived by either scattering or simulation, provide
key to unambiguously understand the origin of some featu
appearing in spectra measured by a variety of technique
the above cited case, it was possible to assign the h
frequency part of the dielectric function of a glass form
showing a strong deviation from Debye behavior~a b relax-
ation!, to some underlying microscopic motions of mos
rotational origin. We thus expect that results derived o
fully microscopic scale may be useful to explain the origin
the reported deviations of the measured dielectric susce
bility of this material from the standard~Kohlrausch or
Havriliak-Negami! line shapes15 ~a breakdown of the time
temperature superposition principle!.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The data reported here correspond to three sets of m
surements. Inelastic scattering measurements, coverin
large range of energy-transfers but still achieving a fa
high energy-resolution,Dv'90 meV @full width at half
maximum~FWHM!# at the elastic peak, were carried out o
the QENS instrument at the Intense Pulsed Neutron So
~Argonne National Laboratory!. Quasielastic scattering mea
surements were also carried out on the same instrumen
ing far thinner samples to reduce elastic multiple-scatter
effects. QENS is an inverted-geometry crystal-analyzer sp
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trometer~i.e., the sample is excited by a ‘‘white’’ neutro
beam, keeping fixed the final wave vector16!. Such spectrom-
eter configuration is specially suited for measurements
relatively low temperatures, where thermal population
fects made measurements in the energy-gain~anti-Stokes!
side of the spectrum at frequencies well abovekBT/\ close
to impracticable. The incident neutron pulses are modera
by a solid methane moderator, providing a large spread
incident energies and the final wave vector corresponds t
energy Ef53.65 meV. The spectrometer is equipped w
three detector banks mounted on a rotatable table. A sin
configuration was used for the inelastic measurements w
provided spectra at three different angles, whereas up to
angular ranges were covered in the quasielastic meas
ments. High-resolutionDv'0.9 meV measurements on
glassy and SCL glycerol were carried out at the Institut La
Langevin~Grenoble, France! using the backscattering instru
ment IN10. The instrument was set in a configuration allo
ing maximal resolution in energy transfers, covering mom
tum transfers between 0.4 and 1.9 Å21 and energy transfers
of 68 meV. An incident wavelength ofl56.271 Å was se-
lected.

In all cases the sample consisted of fully hydrogena
anhydrous glycerol~Merck! @C3H5(OH)3#, with a stated wa-
ter content not higher than 0.2%. The crystals were gro
following the procedure employed previously12 and were
held in aluminum-foil sachets, which in turn were inserted
cylindrical aluminum cans of 1 cm of diameter for the i
elastic studies. A similar procedure was followed by t
glass, which was prepared by a quench from the liquid. T
quasielastic scattering experiments employed containers
a sample thickness below 0.1 mm. Experiments on IN
were carried out using a plate sample of 0.5 mm sam
thickness.

The derivation of theZ(v) frequency distributions in-
volved:~a! an angular average over the three detector grou
~b! the subtraction of the contribution from the empty co
tainer, ~c! the removal of the residual elastic contaminati
at low frequencies~below 0.15 meV! and extrapolation to
zero frequency by a}v2 law, ~d! the estimation of a mul-
tiphonon excitation following the procedure described
Ref. 13 and subtraction of this contribution to the total sp
trum, and finally,~e! the normalization to an absolute sca
as it is discussed below.

The quasielastic broadening detected on IN10 on a
meV scale was well accounted for by a single Lorentz
plus a flat background. Such a signal appears on the QE
frequency window as an unresolved contribution to the e
tic intensity, while a wider quasielastic signal which wou
appear as a background on the IN10 window is appa
from QENS data.

To explore the contribution of multiple-scattering~MS!
processes~arising from finite sample-thickness effects! to the
measured quasielastic cross section, several runs of
DISCUS~Ref. 17! code were carried out for the two spectrom
eter settings. As input, anS(Q,v) representative of simple
hydrodynamic diffusion~a Lorentzian with linewidthDTQ2,
whereQ stands for the wave vector! was employed, using
for the purpose the macroscopic self-diffusion coefficie
reported by Tomlinson.5 A check on the effects of MS on th
observed spectra is provided by measurements at temp
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FIG. 1. Experimental spectra measured on the IN10 backscattering spectrometer~left frame! and on the QENS time-of-flight instrumen
~right-hand side!. Symbols represent experimental data and the solid lines show the MS contributions~left! and instrumental resolution
~right!.
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tures below 250 K, where no broadening could be observ
Under such conditions the quasielastic spectrum arises f
the MS contribution only~convolved with the instrumenta
response!, since the response is expected to be purely ela
~a d peak!. A sample of quasielastic spectra measured
both IN10 and QENS instruments is provided in Fig. 1. T
importance of MS is evident as a broad component on QE
spectra, while it is only visible as a flat background on IN1
Such an unwanted feature substantially alters the spe
intensities, although it can be separated rather easily from
range of interest,20.5 meV<v<0.5 meV.

III. RESULTS

A. Vibrational frequency distributions

Figure 2 shows theZ(v) vibrational density of states fo
crystalline glycerol for a temperatureT520 K. A compari-
son between these data and the low-temperature crysta
man spectrum shown in Fig. 2~a! of Ref. 12 seems of rel-
evance within the context of discussions about the origin
the ‘‘boson peak’’ in glasses. In contrast with the crys
d.
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n
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Raman spectrum, which below 10 meV shows two narr
peaks at 6.8 and 8.4 meV only, the neutron spectra unve
far richer structure, showing a peak at about 5 meV, wh
extends to lower frequencies following a}v2 law. Such a
difference arises from the action of crystal Raman selec
rules, which makes the lowest-frequency crystal peak to
Raman inactive. From the mode assignment reported in
12, it is known that such a feature represents the limit
tween the dominantly ‘‘acoustic’’ and the lowest ‘‘optical
atomic motions. This implies that even within the crystal, t
atomic motions executed at such frequencies cannot be
garded as driven by sound-mode excitations only, and th
fore it seems reasonable to expect that the same cons
ation should apply to the disordered state. It seems wo
noting here that such characteristic crystal frequency co
fairly close to that of the ‘‘boson peak’’ maximum in th
low-temperature spectra for the glass.

A comparison between the experimentalZ(v) and that
calculated following lattice-dynamical procedures describ
in Ref. 12 is included in Fig. 2. The calculation is based o
model employing 13 degrees of freedom; that is, seven
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57 8257ANHARMONIC DYNAMICS IN CRYSTALLINE, GLASSY, . . .
ternal molecular coordinates plus rigid-body rotations a
translations. The potential parameters were refined to g
adequate account of the equilibrium crystal structure, and
resulting dynamical matrix comprised a total of 49 vibr
tional modes. As can be seen, the calculated spectrum
vides a reasonably good representation of the overall exp
mental frequency distribution, if finite-resolution and finit
temperature effects are taken into account. A be
agreement between experiment and the harmonic dyna
calculation would require different values for the two bon
torsion force constants, as well as for the bond-bending fo
constants and also for the equilibrium bond angles, wh
were set to tetrahedral values, and also the introduction
additional force constants to allow rotation of the OH fra
ments. Such improvement could be achieved with ease a
expense of introducing several additional parameters to
optimized against the experimental frequencies. Howe
further refinements were deemed unnecessary since our
objectives in pursuing the development of this microsco
model were,~a! to quantitatively evaluate the effects of lac
of a separation of time scales between the lowest freque
internal modes~bond torsions! and the set of external~lat-
tice! vibrations,~b! to quantitatively determine the number
vibrational modes relevant at temperatures aboutTg , and~c!
to make this potential transferable for simulations of the fu
disordered states.

The characterization of the 49 modes comprising the c
tal spectrum has been discussed in Ref. 12. The study d
onstrates that the close proximity of frequencies correspo
ing to rigid-body and bond-torsional motions makes all t
vibrations with wave vectors well above the hydrodynam
limit ~i.e., above a few hundredths of an Å21), to carry a
strong molecular deformational component. In other wor
the torsional dynamics become fullyhybridized, so that a
separation between these and the lattice modes canno
made. This implies that the propagation of sound mode
these scales involves substantial deformations of the mol
lar skeleton.

To provide greater detail on the importance of anh
monic contributions to the dynamics than those allowed
our previous Raman study, the temperature dependenc

FIG. 2. TheZ(v,T) crystal frequency distribution as measur
at 20 K ~solid line!. The calculation from lattice dynamics in th
harmonic approximation following the procedures described in R
12 is shown as the dotted line. The dashed line stands for
multiphonon component. Notice the different scales.
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the crystal spectrum up to 0.97Tm was monitored. A set of
INS spectra covering the whole range of temperatures
shown in Fig. 3. Visual inspection of those spectra reve
that ~a! the spectral shape changes steadily when the t
perature is raised, losing most of the resolved structure
280 K, ~b! curiously enough, the lowest frequency multipl
structure, which extends up to about 7 meV, still persists
temperatures fairly close to melting, a behavior also revea
by our previous Raman study~one would expect larger an
harmonic effects at low frequencies!, and~c! the shape of the
spectra becomes so complicated that individual pe
frequency shifts cannot be followed by the naked eye. T
origin of such variation with temperature is better ascribed
departures from harmonic behavior, rather than to any c
ceivable changes in phonon dispersion, which would le
some fingerprint in the experimental specific heat. Two d
ferent effects are apparent upon inspection of Fig. 3. Th
regard the presence of strong effects due to finite lifetime
the excitations~spectral broadening!, and the change in the
curvature of the spectra due to long-wavelength~sound-
mode! phonons, for frequencies below about 5 meV whi
follow a Z(v)}v2 law.18 Such an effect is quantified below
in terms of the appropriate spectral frequency moments.

The relevant spectra for the glass, including two spec
for the supercooled liquid are shown in Fig. 4. Notice that,
the latter case, the frequency distribution also resembles
of the solid, since all quasielastic processes giving rise to
intercept at limv→0Z(v) are well below the experimenta
resolution, as we will see later on. The overall trend
sembles the previously reported INS and CNS studies12,13 to
which the reader is referred for further details.

The normalization of the experimentalZ(v,T) spectra to
an absolute scale is achieved by comparison with experim
tal data for the heat capacity.19 That is, for each temperatur
the specific heat is calculated on a harmonic basis using
relevant distribution which is shown to vary with temper
ture ~i.e., the calculations are performed on quasiharmo
grounds!.

As discussed previously,12 the microscopic model em
ploying 13 degrees of freedom provides a reliable repres
tation of the crystal dynamics up to 180 K. As shown in R
12, above this temperature strong anharmonic effects cau

f.
e

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the crystal spectr
Subsequent spectra are shifted by 0.02 units upwards to en
visual comparison.
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8258 57G. J. CUELLOet al.
strong upwards increase ofCp(T). Such a temperature thu
marks the limit of validity of the quasiharmonic approxim
tion.

From the normalizedZ(v,T) a number of quantities o
importance within current discussions on glassy dynam
can be computed on quasiharmonic grounds~i.e., the calcu-
lations at each temperature are carried out using integ
over temperature-dependent distributions!. This can be done
safely since the measured distributions cover a range of
quencies well abovekBTmax, that characteristic of the highe
temperature here examined. To start with, the^u2(T)&
atomic mean-squared-displacements~m.s.d.!, for the crystal
and glass have been evaluated and their temperature de
dence is shown in Fig. 5. The first remark concerns the
viation of the crystal̂ u2(T)& from the far smoother behavio
expected for purely harmonic motions@as an example, se
Fig. 6~c! of Ref. 12#. The remarkable changes of the crys
Z(v,T) do have a correlate in the temperature dependenc
the atomic m.s.d.’s and result in a curvature of^u2(T)&,
which is not so different from that followed by the glass
temperatures not too far belowTg , as is usually assumed
Furthermore, such behavior seems to be related to the st
rise in the crystal specific heat, which develops at tempe
tures above 250 K,19 a temperature too low (0.86Tm) for
premelting phenomena to develop.

An independent assessment of the reliability of our e
mates for the crystal̂u2(T)& can be made by compariso
with data derived directly from analysis of the Lam
Mössbauer factors for recoilless emission reported
Champeneyet al.9 Their quoted value of 0.036 Å2 at T5280
K compares very favorably with ours of 0.035 Å2.

The availability ofZ(v,T) enables us to quantify the con
tributions of the various spectral ranges to the total^u2(T)&
displacement. Such an exercise serves to differentiate
tween atomic motions, which occur as a consequence of
rigid-body displacements~i.e., from sound-mode vibrations!,
from others involving internal molecular motions. The low
frame of Fig. 5 displays a comparison between the perc
age contribution to the atomic displacement versus the up
limit in the integral

E
0

vmax
dv cothS \v

2kBTDZ~v,T!

v
~1!

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the glass and SCL~280 K!
frequency distributions as derived from the present INS meas
ments. The spectra have been upshifted by 0.05 units.
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for the crystal and supercooled liquid atT5280 K. This
shows that purely ‘‘acoustic’’ vibrations~i.e., those with fre-
quencies below 5 meV! contribute to the total displacemen
about one half of the final value, whereas modes within
5–10 meV range provide an additional'40% of the dis-
placement. In other words, and as a corollary of such a fi
ing, for a complicated material such as this, the hybridizat
between external and the lowest external modes will hav
measurable effect in most properties measured at mi
scopic scales.

To quantify the importance of anharmonic effects in t
glass and crystal, we have evaluated the temperature de
dence of the reduced spectral frequency moments

vD~n,T!5Fn13

3
^vn&G1/n

, ~2!

^vn&5E
0

vmax
dv vnZ~v,T!. ~3!

As evident, the 0th and23th reduced moments are spec
limiting cases, and the former was calculated as20

e-

FIG. 5. The upper frame displays a comparison between
mean-squared displacements calculated from the experime
Z(v,T) for the glass and supercooled liquid~open circles! and crys-
tal ~solid circles!. The dashed line shows the prediction for a ha
monic crystal calculated making use of theZ(v,T520 K! and
extrapolated to high temperatures. The lower frame depicts the
pendence of the percentage contribution of the atomic m.s.d.
the upper limit of the integral taken overZ(v,T5280 K! for the
crystal ~solid! and supercooled liquid~dashes!. The inset shows an
enlargement of the low-frequency parts of the two spectra.
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FIG. 6. The upper frame shows plots ofvD(n,T), the reduced frequency moments, versusn for the crystal~left! and glass~right!. The
lower frame displays the temperature dependence of the same quantities. The solid lines represent fits to linear temperature dep
it
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vD~0,T!5e1/3expF E
0

vmax
dv ln„Z~v,T!…G[exp~^ ln v&!,

~4!

while the latter has been obtained by fitting a Debye dens
of-states to the low-frequency region of the spectra. Not
that \vD(23,T50 K!5kBu0, where u0 is the low-
temperature limit of the Debye temperature, a magnitu
which is also accessible from low-temperature specific-h
measurements. The dependence of thevD(n,T) moments on
the power index as well as with temperature for the glass
crystal is shown in Fig. 6. By virtue of their nature, th
moments corresponding to negative powers ofn, that is
those weighting more heavily the low-frequency side of t
spectrum, are the ones exhibiting stronger changes with t
perature. The behavior with temperature of the crys
vD(n,T) conforms, up to 250 K, to that expected for a so
exhibiting anharmonic effects, which are weak enough to
considered as a perturbation to the harmonic ground s
that is a steadysofteningof the vibrations as the temperatur
is increased. The strong drop in all the moments seen
temperatures above 150 K, seems to be related to the an
lous increase inCp(T) referred to above, the origin of which
is not understood at present. From the23th moment we
estimate, the orientationally averaged sound velocity for
crystal, obtaining values between 2200 ms21 ~280 K! and
2800 m s21 ~20 K!. In contrast the temperature dependen
of the glass frequency moments exhibits a highly nontriv
behavior. In agreement with our previous INS and CNS st
ies, the glassZ(v,T) stiffenswhen the temperature is raise
up toTg , showing a substantial drop afterwards. Such co
terposed behaviors may explain why, if examined over n
row time scales, the glass spectra may appear as surpris
harmonic.11
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A measure of the relative strength of the anharmo
component of the dynamics is provided from quantities
lated to the zeroth moment21

]^ lnv&
] lnT

, ~5!

and show that the crystal spectra up to 250 K could be w
accounted for with]^ lnv&/]lnT521.2331025K21T up to
250 K. However, at least two different regimes seem nec
sary to describe the same effect for the glass:22.531026

estimated forT560 K and20.119 forT5230 K.

B. Quasielastic scattering

Measurements of the quasielastic broadening of
neutron-scattering spectra of glycerol have been repeat
reported in the literature during the last three decades.4 The
reliability of the dynamical information coming from suc
measurements was put into question several times. The
difficulty concerned the relatively large values measured
the quasielastic broadenings at low momentum transfers.
low-viscosity liquid formed by rigid particles, one expec
the hydrodynamic~Fick-law! prescriptionDv52DTQ2 to
hold at wave vectors of about a few tenths of an Å21, and
therefore measurement of the quasielastic broadening im
diately provides information on the self-diffusion coefficien
However, the experimentally determined linewidths for gly
erol were systematically above those predicted from kno
edge of the macroscopic self-diffusion coefficient.22 In fact,
the earliest measurements by neutron time-of-flight te
niques reported temperature- and momentum-trans
dependent linewidths, which were about two orders of m
nitude above those calculable on Fick’s-law grounds. B
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measurements, due to Raˆpeanu and Larsson and Dahlborg4

gave fairly consistent results, something which seems to
out any systematic error in the measurements. The adve
a new generation of spectrometers led to a substantial
provement in instrumental resolution in energy transfer,
abling Alefeldet al.4 to report broadenings of the order of
meV at aboutQ51.4 Å21 and 300 K, which are still one
order of magnitude above the hydrodynamic values.

More recent reports10,11 refer to experimental setup
which do not enable the monitoring of linewidths below'1
meV. We thus carried out two sets of experiments employ
different spectrometers to explore the dynamics at themeV
~IN10! and'100 meV ~QENS! scales. The same anhydrou
glycerol sample has been used in both measurements, so
the uncertainty arising from different water contents
avoided.

The dependence with wave vector squared of the qu
elastic linewidths measured on IN10 for all temperatur
where some broadening could be measured, is depicte
Fig. 7, together with some estimates of the widths due
hydrodynamic mass diffusion. As can be seen, no broad
ing was detected below 250 K, which amounts to 1.35Tg .
Also, the measured widths at the lowest explored wave v
tor (Q50.4Å21) are above the hydrodynamic limit by a
amount which strongly varies with temperature, the dev
tion becoming more marked as the temperature was
creased. Such results cannot be attributed to experime
artifacts such as MS since, as commented above, spectr
low 250 K, where no broadenings were measured, serv
quantify the importance of this contribution. On the oth
hand, our previously referred estimates of the importanc
MS contributions are in agreement with those of Wutt
et al.,10 and show that MS effects under the present con
tions would be mostly noticeable in the far end of the sp
tral wings, leaving unaffected the estimates for the linewid

The shape of theDv(Q,T) curves is reminiscent of tha
followed by other associated liquids such as water, show
a tendency of the linewidth to saturate at largeQ values.
This can be understood phenomenologically on the basi
parametric models developed some time ago,23 which explic-
itly consider intramolecular proton motions. These show t
under high-viscosity conditions the linewidth has t
asymptotic limits

lim
Q→0

D v~Q,T!52@DT1D rel1Dmix#Q
252D8Q2, ~6!

lim
Q→`

D v~Q,T!52F 1

t00
1

2

3
DoQ

2G , ~7!

whereDT is the self-diffusion coefficient,D rel is a quantity
which measures the motion of the atom which scatters
neutron~i.e., dominantly hydrogen! with respect to the mo-
lecular center-of-mass~c.o.m.!, and Dmix is an admixture
term between motions of the molecular c.o.m. and vib
tional motions relative to it.23 Notice thatD rel will then in-
clude all motions arising from the lowest frequency intern
molecular modes, whose importance was verified in the p
vious section when considering the values of the ato
m.s.d’s. The model accounts for motions which are char
terized by at0 residence time where nuclei vibrate abou
le
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‘‘quasiequilibrium’’ position with respect to the c.o.m
changing to another position att1. The latter in turn vibrates
for a periodt08 and then diffuses with a coefficient whic
should equal the macroscopic valueDT and finally t00

21

5t0
211t1

21 . The above equations show that estimates
the t00 time and for the constantDo , which is associated
with the reorientational motions can be derived from t
slope and intercept of the tangentdDv/dQ for large Q’s.
Also, the value of the effective diffusion constantD8 can be
obtained from the low-Q slopes ofDv(Q,T), thus enabling
a direct comparison between contributions to the broaden
arising from self-diffusion and others due to molecular, lo
frequency dynamics. A comparison of the temperature
pendence of the several quantities discussed above is
shown in Fig. 7. Two conclusions seem clear from this fi
ure. The first regards the dominant contributions from m
lecular rotations and internal, low-frequency motions to t

FIG. 7. ~a! Quasielastic line broadenings~FWHM! as measured
on IN10, for temperatures shown in the inset~in K!. ~b! The tem-
perature dependence of the relaxation time as well as the diffe
diffusion coefficients~see text!. Triangles depict theD8 effective
diffusion coefficients, the circles stand forD rel1Dmix , the crosses
show Dmix , the diamonds stand for the reorientational diffusi
constantDo and the solid line shows the dependence with tempe
ture of the self-diffusion coefficientDT for which data were taken
from Tomlinson~Ref. 5!.
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observed broadening. The second concerns the some
milder temperature dependence exhibited byD8 andDo than
that of theDT self-diffusion coefficient, which was forced t
follow the same dependence as the macroscopic s
viscosity.10

The set of measurements on QENS was carried ou
explore whether broadenings within the meV scale
present. Indications of such quasielastic linewidths could
found in the literature,4 as well as in recent reports11 of time-
of-flight work, where broadenings of a few hundreds ofmeV
are visible from the reported data. The present measurem
have been able to separate a line broadening of about o
meV ~FWHM! at T5300 K not showing any marked depe
dence with wave vector, as is shown in Fig. 1. Microsco
cally, such broadening may be ascribed to the same pro
described by the rotational constantDo(T) used in the analy-
sis of the IN10 data, since its absolute value comes v
close to that of 0.17 meV2 found for this constant from the
analysis of the linewidth data. To substantiate the phys
soundness of such broadening~i.e., that it does not arise from
MS effects! the quantities,

A~Q,T!5
I elast~Q,T!

I elast~Q,T!1I q.el.~Q,T!
~8!

are plotted in Fig. 8 for several temperatures within the S
and normal-liquid ranges. Notice that, since all the broad
ings observed on ameV scale are not resolved here they a
lumped into theI elast term and consequentlyA(Q,T) may be
interpreted as an elastic incoherent structure factor. As s
theQ dependence ofA(Q,T) may give some hints about th
underlyinggeometryof the molecular motions. The shape
theA(Q,T) curves displayed in Fig. 8 serves:~a! to quantify
the importance of the MS which contributes as a backgro
of the order of 5%; this is done by inspection of the lim
limQ→0A(Q,T), which should equal unity in the single
scattering case,~b! to unveil the contributions of microscopi
motions to the spectral intensity different from rigid-bod
translations, and~c! to set some bounds on the distanc
involved in the motions being sampled, as well as their a
plitudes. In this latter respect, the high-Q values ofA(Q,T)

FIG. 8. Elastic incoherent structure factors for spectra meas
at QENS, for temperaturesT5300 K ~squares!, 290 K ~triangles!,
and 270 K~diamonds!. The solid lines are fits using Eq.~9!.
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show that most of the motions should be ascribed to sm
amplitude librational excursions sinceA(Q,T) would other-
wise show a far more pronounced decrease. To model s
dynamic phenomena recourse is made to a simple phys
model for isotropic librational motion of an atom around
single site24 over the surface of a sphere of radiusR with an
average amplitude^u2(T)&. The structure factor then
becomes24

A~Q,T!5(
l 50

`

~2l 11!exp@2 l ~ l 11!^u i
2~T!&# j l

2~QR!.

~9!

Here,^u i
2(T)& stands for the projection of the librational am

plitude on the component of the wave vector in the tangen
plane to the sphere, with a value which equals one half of
total amplitude, which in turn can be identified with the d
mensionless quantityDot,

24 with Do being a rotational dif-
fusion coefficient~given in units of rad2t21). The solid lines
drawn through the data in Fig. 8 are parametric fits of Eq.~9!
to the data using the angular variable, the sphere radius,
a baseline subtraction to account for the MS effects as
parameters. Within the range of temperatures where c
broadenings were observed on the QENS scale, all data
compatible with motions over a sphere of radius 1.8 Å w
amplitudes which increase with temperature from about
degrees at 250 K to 3.5 at 300 K. Although a unique g
metric picture of such molecular motions is difficult to figu
out, from knowledge of the molecular geometry such para
eters seem compatible with segmental motions of the ske
CH2 groups about the C— C bonds. Other motions such a
those of the hydroxyl O— H protons may also contribute t
A(Q,T) with a fractional weight of 3/8 and a geometric p
rameterR'1 Å, but their presence in the measured spec
is at present difficult to assess.

IV. DISCUSSION

From data and arguments described above, the relev
of anharmonic processes for a quantitative understandin
the dynamics of crystal, glassy or SCL forms of glycerol h
been demonstrated. Within the crystal, processes involv
changes of the spectral distribution with temperature, c
tribute about 0.2% to thermodynamic functions such as s
cific heat atT5170 K ~those concerning the volumic depe
dence of the phonons could not be evaluated because o
absence of thermal expansion and Gru¨neisen data!. For the
glass the quoted values of the same percentage contribu
are about 6% ofCp(T5170 K! and can be taken as indica
tive of the importance of anharmonic effects at temperatu
below ~but comparable to! Tg . On the other hand, the non
monotonic behavior of the reduced momentsvD(n,T) as a
function of temperature for the glass, provides an expla
tion for its apparent ‘‘harmonic’’ behavior at temperatur
close toTg . It also seems clear that such idealized behav
will not be found if a larger range of temperatures~or the
corresponding frequency regions! at both sides of the
maxima ofvD(n,T) are compared.

The analysis of the quasielastic line shapes within
meV range locates the onset of relaxational motions at te
peratures close to those estimated from MCT analysis

ed
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neutron and light-scattering data,11 which show that struc-
tural arrest occurs at temperatures not far from 250 K. On
other hand, the present data seem to be at odds with re
from other authors,15,25 who also report scaling analyse
leading to far higher values~310–320 K! for such a ‘‘criti-
cal’’ temperature.

In a NMR and quasielastic scattering study of the SC
Wuttke et al.10 report a substantial deviation of the neutr
data from an average relaxation time

^tQ&5E
0

tmax
dtFs~Q,t ! ~10!

determined by integration of the Fourier transform of t
measuredSs(Q,v). This lies well above the estimat
DT

21Q2 given by hydrodynamic diffusion, whereas with
the domain of their field-gradient NMR experiment, whic
corresponds to wave vectors of'1025 Å21<Q<1023

Å21, such a relationship is fulfilled. Our results confir
these as well as previous neutron findings,4 which demon-
strated an excess in linewidth with respect to the hydro
namic expectation:Dv.DTQ2(5^tQ&21). Furthermore, the
analysis of the observed quasielastic broadenings wit
more realistic model than that used by previous authors,
onciles neutron, NMR, and Mo¨ssbauer scattering data.9

The analysis presented here provides a microscopic ex
nation for the origin of the discrepancy referred above, wh
has not been observed in far less viscous liquids.23 In fact, as
illustrated by results shown in Fig. 5, not only c.o.m. a
rotational motions contribute significantly to the spect
quantities at time-length scales amenable to measureme
neutron scattering, but also those arising from molecular
ternal low-frequency motions.

To draw a more microscopic picture of the dynamics
this material, recourse is made to the crystal dynamics res
described in more detail in Ref. 12. From examination of
mode eigenvectors corresponding to the set of 49 nor
modes which comprise the relevant low-frequen
dynamics,12 a number of conclusions are drawn, which se
relevant to understand the nature of atomic motions in
glassy and supercooled-liquid states. First regards the d
culty of having pure rigid-body rotations or c.o.m. motio
~in such highly viscous and highly bonded media!. As ex-
pected from the relatively low values of the free-molecu
bond-torsion frequencies,12 within the condensed phases th
molecule retains a substantial flexibility, which makes pu
rigid-molecule motions highly unlikely. Indeed, the cryst
mode eigenvectors12 show that all of the normal-mode mo
tions are highly hybridized, or in other words, any motion
the whole molecule will cost less energy if, instead of rot
ing or displacing the molecule as a rigid unit, it deform
itself by means of internal-rotation motions~torsions!. This
happens as a consequence of the fact that such motions
~a! take place within a smaller volume and~b! in doing so,
some of the hydrogen bonds anchoring the particle to
nearest neighbors do not have to be severed to allow s
motion. Only at very low wave vectors~below'1022 Å21)
can these motions become uncoupled and only then
separation of translations, rotations, and molecular inte
motions possible.
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Another conclusion can be drawn, regarding the assu
tion usually made in scaling analyses25 that vibrations and
relaxations can be treated as independent degrees of
dom. This is brought to the fore to justify the subtraction
the spectral part comprising the ‘‘boson peak’’~a region
which in this material stretches from about 0.5 up to 6 me!
from the measured susceptibility @i.e., x(v)9
5vS(Q,v)/kBT# in order to fit the susceptibility minimum
to the MCT predictions, and derive estimates for a critic
temperatureTc . Application of this data treatment steps lea
to estimation of such temperature some 60–70 K above
of 250 K mentioned in previous paragraphs.25 It is worth
remarking here, that having internal molecular modes w
frequencies comparable to others involved in collective m
tions ~hybridization! is expected to give rise to highly non
trivial behaviors. This is best demonstrated by results
this,12 as well as other glass-forming material,26 which show
that such admixture of modes results in aZ(v) spectral dis-
tribution which covers frequenciesabove and belowthose
corresponding to the rigid-molecule solid. Since the effect
hybridization persists at scales down to at least 0.1 Å21 and
1 meV, the overestimation reported in Refs. 11,25 of t
temperature of structural arrest could have well arisen fr
the fact that the ‘‘vibrational’’ frequency distribution, at tem
peratures comparable withTg or above, a substantial portio
of the frequency spectrum extends to frequencies well be
the ‘‘boson peak.’’ This would then hamper a separation
time scales between the two kinds of motions~if relaxations
can be conceived as having a different nature than vib
tions!, since the susceptibility well below such peaks is us
ally interpreted as arising from relaxations.

The third conclusion concerns the adequacy of describ
all the microscopic dynamics within the liquid with only on
parameter for an average relaxation time, which has the s
temperature dependence as the shear viscosity. Within
range of temperatures where the dynamics of the SCL ca
followed by neutron scattering~above 250 K!, the self-
diffusion coefficient follows an Arrhenius behavior lnDT
5DT0exp(a1000/T) with an exponenta526.95. Rotational
motions as characterized byDo show a milder temperature
dependence given by an exponent of25.30, and the ‘‘effec-
tive’’ diffusion coefficientD8 shows an even milder depen
dence as given by an exponenta523.54. This arises as a
consequence of the terms different fromDT in Eq. ~6! having
a far weaker temperature dependence than that of s
diffusion. This is easily understood sinceDmix contains con-
tributions arising from mostly harmonic segmental motion
A behavior mimicking the present results was also found
normal liquid and supercooled water,23 where two relaxation
times associated with c.o.m. motions and reorientations
needed to describe the spectra, the latter also showing
Arrhenius behavior with an activation energy far smal
than that associated with molecular translations.

In summary, the onset of ‘‘relaxational’’ motions in
highly viscous liquid composed of particles with internal e
ergy levels, which are thermally populated at temperatu
comparable toTg , involves an interplay of internal and ex
ternal dynamics which, as could be expected, lead to s
stantial deviations from hydrodynamic~or MCT! predictions
even at wave-vector scales of a few tenths of an Å21.
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Finally, the present data can also help to elucidate
origin of the deviation of the shape of the dissipative part
the dielectric spectra from a single Havriliak-Negami
Cole-Davidson line shape.15 Fitting the high-frequency
wings with an additional relaxation function, yields add
tional parameters showing a temperature dependence
stantially different from that expected for higher-frequen
(b2) relaxations. The process being sampled in these m
surements extends over themeV range also explored in thi
work. It could then be sensibly expected that the origin
such an apparent anomaly arises from the lack of time-s
separation between rototranslational and molecular defor
n
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tion movements, which would result in a relaxation patte
showing such anomalous dependence with temperature.
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